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Old meets new
in a farmhousestyle kitchen with
welcome surprises
in every corner.
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A wall of windows with ocean
views brings ample light into
Orla and Gavan Duffy’s
contemporary-with-a-twist
kitchen. Back-painted glass
cabinetry in light gray and
dark blue references the
home’s oceanfront setting.

THIS KITCHEN MAY BE IN JACKSONVILLE BEACH,
FLORIDA, BUT ITS ROOTS EXTEND ALL THE WAY
TO IRELAND, where homeowners Orla and Gavan Duffy
grew up. The couple had always dreamed of a house on the
water, and when Gavan’s medical practice brought them to
Florida, they built a custom home filled with the things
they love. “I wanted a kitchen that wasn’t like anyone else’s,”
Orla says. “I love the mix of old with modern, like you see
in Europe.”
Jacksonville interior designer Carol Kirchner liked the idea
of bringing an aged patina to the new beach house, so she
searched for appropriate antique elements. “We wanted the
kitchen to be an eclectic mix—vintage European doors and old
floors next to glass cabinetry and stainless-steel countertops,”
Kirchner says. “It has a farmhouse feeling mixed with modern
in a way that just works.”
In a nod to the home’s ocean setting, glass fronts on the
perimeter cabinets are back-painted a deep blue. White subway
tiles stack to the ceiling, where reclaimed beams deliver
old-timey character. Instead of upper cabinets, stainless-steel
shelves float along the range wall, providing a contemporary
spot for display.
Durable, sleek white quartz on the island contrasts with the
stainless-steel countertops on the perimeter. “A lot of people
steer away from stainless steel because they fear it getting
scratched and not perfect-looking,” Kirchner says, “But Orla
embraced the idea aesthetically and didn’t mind the
countertops showing signs of wear and tear; it fits the idea of
coastal elegance that will hold up to summers filled with
children and friends.”
Aged wood warms these modern elements. In addition to
salvaged floors below and beams above, Kirchner incorporated
antique Belgian doors as an entryway to the pantry. On the
same wall, a vintage champagne riddling rack—once used to

OPPOSITE An Italian range is more than a visual focal point; the

oven helps Orla honor her Irish heritage with specialties such as
shepherd’s pie. ABOVE The antique pantry doors are originally
from Belgium. Windows on the doors were tinted to obscure the
pantry’s interior.

remove sediment from champagne as it aged, now repurposed
for wine storage—looks surprisingly at home surrounded by
contemporary cabinetry.
Orla is pleased that the kitchen gets used from morning to
night, and even with its glam features, it remains a hardworking
part of the house. “Our house isn’t a museum by any means,” she
says. “And although I had a designer, I didn’t want it to feel overly
designed; I wanted a house that felt curated and personal.”
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ABOVE Deep drawers are an ergonomic—

and storage-savvy—alternative to
traditional base cabinets. ABOVE RIGHT The
15-foot-long island was designed to
accommodate the large family and their
entertaining needs. It includes double trash
containers and a microwave on one side.
RIGHT The stainless-steel apron-front sink
and chrome faucet continue the straight
lines featured throughout the space. Two
dishwashers ease cleanup tasks. BELOW One
of many antique treasures throughout the
house, a vintage scale on the wall helps
bring a sense of history to the new kitchen.
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THIS PHOTO An antique
champagne riddling
rack was planned as
part of the room’s
layout from the start,
influencing the spacing
between the
contemporary cabinets
on either side.

